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In this paper we propose several model free (non parametric) statistics to measure serial 
dependence that are useful to characterize the short and the long memory properties of series in 
the time and the frequency domain. Conditions on the joint memory properties of the series such 
as cointegration are introduced by means of these statistics. We show that the relationship 
between the non parametric concept of cointegration and the cross-covariance functions of the 
series, has a natural interpretation as an instrumental variable estimator. We show that its small 
sample behavior is better than the usual least squares estimator. Finally, from our 
characterization it is posibble to discriminate between fractional and integer cointegration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many time series exhibit permanent shocks that affect the mean and the variance. These series 
are usually said to be integrated, since the most important features in their patterns can be generated 
by sums of an increasing number of weakly-dependent random variables. The fact that remote 
shocks have a persistent influence on the levels of these series is known as the lony-memory property 
of the series. Integrated series can be expressed in terms of '/l,nobserved components, where one of 
the components is a stochastic trend. In some cases, these permanent movements in the levels of 
the series may be strongly correlated across series. When the series exhibit a COllllIlon long-memory 
component (common stochastic trend) are said to be mintr.fJr-atrrl. 
The concept of cointegration was coined by Granger (19tH), and later developed by Engle & 
GrangeI' (1987) and Johansen (1988) in an error correction context that is and widely applied in 
macro(~c()nomics and finance. Examples of these series are stock and commodity prices, income and 
expenditnre, and cross-country exchange-rates. It is also possible to find cointegrating relationships 
among variables in engineering applications such as meteorology and telecommunications. One 
example could be the output signals from different sensin).!; or processing devices baving a nonlinear 
characteristic response and driven by a common persist(~nt input How, see Aparicio (1995b). 
These common stochastic trends that affect cointc).!;rated scrips allow us to prc(lict their relative 
long tenll evolution and to acquire informatioll about the uature of their data generating pro-
cesses. For example, if exchange-rates and/or stock pric(~s hOUl different countries are found to 
mo"e togd,her in the long run, this may suggest an integration of international capital markets. 
Moreov(~r. the finding that commodity prices frolll different countries are cointegrated llleans that 
the Pmchasing Power Parity Hypothesis should hold in the long run. 
On the (~ngineering side, suppose we are interested in recognizing patterns or features for classi-
ficatioll or identification purposes, and suppose that om (liscn~tised signals hav(~ an overwhelming 
low-fn~qucncy energy content. A problem arises because significant correlations <:QuId be detected 
among this sort of signals even when they are completely unrelated. This problem is known in 
econolIletrics as the spurious regression problem, see Granger & Newbold (1974). Obviously, the 
consequences of such false alarms cannot always be neglected, especially when the recovery of an 
individual under medical treatment, or the security of Cl population against natural disasters depend 
on it. Co integration tests are aimed at solving the spurious regression problem, and thus can tell 
us when it pair of signals are really related in the long nUl. 
U lHl<~rlying the cointegration concept is the idea of a long nUl cquihbrium (i.(~. a deterministic 
relatiollslii p that holds on the average) between two integrat(~d (or long-memory) variables, Xt, YI· 
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A strict (linear) equilibrium exists when for some 0' =I (), one has Yt = O';[;t. This unrealistic deter-
ministic situation is replaced in practice by that of cointegration, where the stochastic equilibrium 
error z( = :tit - aXt can be different from zero but must fluctuate around the mean value much more 
frequently than the individual series (this behavior the equilibrium errors is called short-memory). 
Tlw standard definitions and tests of cointegratiou aSSllme Cl certain type of data generating 
mechanism for both the individual series and their relationship and the mechanislll is always linear. 
As Cl consequence, cointegration is usually interpreted as a uniform tendency for t.he series to move 
towards it unique long-run equilibrium. This is in contrast with the multiple equilibria observed 
in many pairs of economic variables (see for example Escribano (1986) and Esnibano & Granger 
(1998)). 
Dynalllic general equilibrium models are usually nonlinear by construction. Other nonlinear 
relationships are for example derived from consumer and production theory, and can take the form 
of aSYlllllletries in adjustment costs or convexities in production as in Escribauo & Pfann (1998). 
This theory suggests that economic agents will adjust continuously ouly as far as their adjustment 
benefits ('xceed their costs (Balke & Fomby, 1997). Fm cxalllplc, in financial markets, transaction 
costs allow for a band to appear in which returns can divcrp.;c. tlwreby introducinp.; inefficiencies and 
the possibility of arbitrage. Policy interventions such as cxchanp.;e-rate managemcnt via the central 
banks. a.lld commodity price stabilization through governlllent intervention by buying or selling 
stocks. lllay also induce non-uniformities in the ad.iustment of agents. These non-uniformities 
translate into departures from the linear cointegratioll hypothesis, see Escriballo (1986) for an 
example based on the money demand of the U.K. 
N()nlill<~ar long-memory time series and nonlinear coillt(~p.;ratillg relationships ar<~ present in many 
enginc(~rillg applications as well. This sort of time series appears, for example, when we analyze 
and compare the sampled output signals from inherently nOlllinear sensing or processing devices in 
response to persistent inputs. Aparicio (1993, 1995a) discusses a few applications of the analysis of 
time s(~rics with these features obtained from the output of wind speed sensors. Here the nonlinear 
characteristic response of each sensor modulates a nonstationary wind speed flow. The problem of 
estimatillp.; cointegrating relationships arises naturally when comparing the performances of these 
sensors driven by the same input wind flow. Similar problems occur in communications engineering 
when d(~aling with time series from signals transmitted through Cl distorting comnlllnication channel, 
mauy of which has long-range correlations, as reported for example in Mandelbrot (1965, 1967), 
Lelalld et al. (1994), Beran et al. (1991), and Willinger et al. (1995). 
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It is important to introduce model free (nonparametric) measures of cointep;ration since that 
opens tlw opportunity to extend the concept of cointegration to a nonlinear context, see for example 
the nonlinear information-theoretic measures proposed ill Aparicio & Escribano (1999). To reach 
this goal. we first discuss general concepts of shor·t~rrwm,or·!J, l()nq~TnemorJj, and mintegration, that 
lead us to introduce a new characterization of cointegration, 
The structure of the paper is as follows. S(~ct,iOll 2 introduces several measlU'es of linear de-
pendence (correlation) in the context of time series that an~ integrated of ord(~r rl, J(d), where rl 
can b(~ allY real or integer number. In section 3, a new modd~free measure of lillear cointegration 
in the time domain is introduced. We find the relationship with the usual COllccpts for J(l) and 
long memory series (fractional cointegration) .. We show that it has a natural interpretation as an 
instrumelltal variable estimator where the instrument is a lap;p;ed explanatory variable. Section 
4 includes a small sample analysis of the instrumental variable estimator bas(~d on Monte Carlo 
simulatioll experiments with J(l) and fractionally intcp;rat(~d variables. In secti()n 5, the concept 
of coilltep;ration is analyzed in the frequency domain. The relationship between the cointegration 
concepts defined in the frequency domain and in tlw time domain is explained ill section 6, based 
on itllitlytical results and some Monte Carlo simulatioll exp(~riments. Finally, section 7 includes 
some coll<:luding remarks and topics for further research. 
2. DEFINITIONS OF MEMORY IN" TIME SERIES 
The usual characterization of integrated time series is ill terms of ARIMA models. 
Definition 1. A time series Xt is said to be ARI M A(p, I/. I] ). where r1 E R, if afkr being differenced 
rl tiUlPs. it has a stationary and invertible ARAI A(p. q) representation, where P. I{ are nonn~gative 
integers. 
Thus if Xt rv ARJ M A (p, d, q) there exists polynomials 1> (B) and e (B) in the backward shift 
operator B, of order p :c 0 and q :c 0 respectively, with all roots outside the llnit circle and no 
factors ill common, such that we can write 
(2.1) 
where ft. is generally assumed to be a sequence of zero-mean, independent and idelltically Normally-
distrill1lt(~d errors. Let b,. be the difference operatoI', and thus let b,.,l:r;( = (1 - B)dXt . Following 
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Hosking (1981), when d is not an integer we can write : 
1 1 
:Et - dXt-l - 2d(1 - d):Et-L - (jd(1 - d)(2 - d):Et-.3 - ... (2.2) 
When the parameter d is positive, it is sometimes rdened to as the lony-mcm()",.y parameter, and 
it detprmines the rate of decay of the serial dependence of :1:, with increasing lag. That is, if d > 0 
the process Xt has long memory, while it has short-memory when d = O. For d < () :Et is often called 
anti-pcl·siHtent. Moreover, if d < ~ then Xt is stationary, while it is nonstationary for d 2:: ~, see 
Granger & Joyeux (1980). Finally, only when.d < 1 is :1:, nwan-reverting. 
It is also known that if Xt is Gaussian and short-memory (rl = 0) then its autocorrelation function 
(ACF) wuverges to zero at an exponential rate as T grows t.o infinity, see Box si Jenkins (1970), 
while t.his rate is hyperbolical for 0 < d < 1, see Granger & .Toycux (1980). 
In t.he linear stationary case the standard measures of serial dependence for a given time series 
:Et with lllean E(;rt} = Px are based on its autoCQvariancc function, say cov(:rt, :I:'-T), defined as 
(2.3) 
Iu dcaling with integrated time series, we allow both the iLlltocovariance functioll and the variance 
of the' process to depend on when the stochast.ic proCCSS(~s are initiated at a fiuite value at time 
t = O. say :£0 = O. Notice that in this case the variance of it nOll stationar~' process is finite 
only for finite t. Therefore, from now on all the expectations considered in this paper, E(xt} = 
E(:I:,I:ro). cov(Xt,Xt-T) = E[(xt - !Lx)(:Et-T - JI·J:lI:l:o]. awl cov(:I:t,?Jt-T) = E[(Yt -ILyt)(Xt-T 
IL~;f_T) 1:I:o. //0], are all conditional on some starting values at t = 0, say :Z:o = 0, alJ(1 Yo = O. 
Definition 2. A stochastic process Xt is said to be short-memory 1 if there exists a finite and 
positive n~al number b such that limT--+oo 2:;=1 \cov(:t/, :1:/- T ) I = h. 
Definition 3. A stochastic process Xt is said to be long-memory iflimT--+oo 2:~~1 \cov(Xt, Xt-T) \ = 
00. 
Ba.sed on these definitions, it is natural to define the following model-free conc(~pt of integration: 
1 This ("OI1("('pt of short-memory is directly related t.o that of asymptotic 111lCOlTdat.ion. See, for px;nnple, White (1984), 
and Esnih;mo (1987). 
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Definition 4. A stochastic process Xt is said to be integrated of order d, (ill short Xt rv I(d)) 
if it is 10llg-memory and d is the smallest real number such t.hat (1 - B)d:r;t, is short-memory. 
Notice t.hat the time series generated by ARI M A(p, ri, q) lllodels, defined in equation (2.1) satisfy 
this definition of I(d) process. In the following section we ext.end this approach to the concept of 
cointegration. 
3. LINEAR COINTEGRATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN 
Let :1:/ .. ift be two zero-mean integrated time series of orders d", dy E ~R+, resp(~ctively. In short, 
Xt '" I(rl,), Yt rv I(dy), which means that (1- B)"':r/ = (-I, (1 - B)dY:1ft = ~I' where El,et are 
short-memory series. Let Zt = Yt - aXt, for some generic llonzero real number n. 
Definition 5. (Granger, 1981) Two I(d) time series :[;/, ifl, with cl > 0, are said to be (linearly) 2 
cointegrated if :3 a E ~ - {O} such that the series Zt. = ift - IV :1:1, is I(dz ) with d, < d. 
Remarks: 
• \iVlwn XI, Yt are cointegrated Zt is zero mean and 1(0), and Yt, and :rt tend to move jointly in 
the long-run, even though their short-run movements lllay not be "aligned'· . 
• Frolll the economic point of view, a most import.aut case is when r1 = 1, dz = 0, Slllce 
t.his situation can be interpreted as the existence of a (linear) long-run equilibrium for the 
seri(~s. However, the previous definition of coint.egratiou cloes not imply t.he existence of an 
eqllilibrium between the two I(d) series (d > 0). siu(:(~ for the former W(~ need that their 
millt.egration residuals Zt be I(clz ) with dz < min(l, cl). However, an observable equilibrium 
reqllires that Zt be mean-reverting (dz < 1). 
III the s(~quel, we propose an alternative characterization of lillear cointegratioll. We restrict our 
disCllssioll here to the non-trivial case where all series are llmtnally dependent. Let Xl, Yt _denote 
two I (cl) time series with d > 0, initialized at t = ° at the values :1:0 = ° and Yo = 0, respectively. 
Let co'/! (:1:" Yt-T) represent the cross-covariancr. funr:tioT/, of :r" y,. conditional Oll Xo, Yo for t 2: T, 
defined as 
(3.1) 
where /Ir/ = E(xt,} and !-LYI = E(yt,} are the expectations of :rt and Yt conditional on Xo = 0, and 
Yo = 0 respectively. 
We propose the following model-free characterization of cointegration. 
2In Graup;n (1981) there is no explicit mention to the t!'rm l-inc(J,''-. 
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Theorem 1. A pazr of 1(d) time series Xt, Yt arc (linearly) cointegrated with cointegrating 
vector fl' = (1, -a) if, for some fixed T < t or for T = o(t) 
1. COV (Yb :1:t-T ) lm = 0. 
T-+oo cov(:r:t, :r:t-T) (3.2) 
Proof. In Appendix A. D 
Corollary 1. Let Yt,Xt be 1(d), and linearly cointeqTated with co'integrating ver:tor f3' = (1, -a), 
·tJ I t'tdt th't 1(01] 1fliln cml{:,//,:J'/_T) 'tl -40 tl 1(1) wz /, (, n:s ,ne e 0 e 1,n erva, , " T-+oo 11(I.1'(:/'/ _ T) = (V '1/1'/" /, (\' T , ,/.1:'/1. :rt, Yt '" 
Proof. In Appendix A. D 
Relnarks: 
• Intuitively, Theorem 1 states that, under cointegration, the remote past of Xt should be as 
llseful as the remote past of Yt in long-term forecasting YI. 
• Theorem 1 implies that the rates of converg(~ncc of (:()V(YI: :I:t-T) and 01' cov(xt, Xt-T) as 
T l1lcreases without bound, should be the sallW. Fm (~xalllple, SUPpOS(' cov(Yt, Xt-T) 
(Y T- iJ v(J,r(,Ct_T) and that cov(Xt,:rt-T) '" T- O vo,'r(:I:t_T) for large T. In g(~neral, we expect 
(J S iJ, but equality should hold under lilwar cointcgration. III Cl preliminary analysis, a plot 
()f (:(I'/J(Yt, :Ct-T )/cov(Xt, :Ct-T) '" (\' Ta-I! versus T should help in identifying the existence of a 
lineal' cointegrating relationship (a. = b). Figmc 1 (c) shows that this is tme even for small 
"aJlws of T. 
• If l!1.:Ct have zero means the ratio C01l(:I/f,:r:f-T) = /';(I//,I"/_T). and provides an instrumental 
, COV(:/'f.J:f_r) I,(:/'/ .. I"/_T) ' 
"<triable (IV) estimator of the cointegration parameter. where the instrUllH~nt is Xt-T' That 
is. consider the linear cointegration relationship 
Yt = cv :Ct + Zt, (3.3) 
where Xt, Yt are 1(d) with d > 0 and Zt is 1(0), then tlw IV estimator of (\' is given by 
(3.4) 
with N denoting the available sample size. Figure 1(<:) reports the quick convergence of aill 
(~V(~ll for small values of T. Furthermore, Engle & GrangeI' (1987) and Stock (1987) for 1(1), 
allCl Dolado & Mannol (1998) for 1(d) where d is fractional, show that a Clll he consistently 
-
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(c) &ivc(T), b = -0.5 
... , .... , 
~~ ... -:',1. 
"~" 
-,,-
'--',· .. ,:,': ... :· .. ·· ....... }\. .... ~.'I...;:.;~\."'"f\ 
(1)) {tol", b = 0.0 
FIGURE 1. Simulation examples of aols(T), equation (3.5) and aiv(T), equation (3.4) 
(J = 0.5, s = 1, sample size 10000, averaging over 500 replications. 
('stimated by OLS from the regression (3.3), where 
L:~l yt:Et 
nol s = ,\,N ')' 
LA=l :Di 
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• The limit condition in Theorem 1 cannot be checked ill practice unless 7 is finite. However, 
when looking for linear cointegration in empirical applications, this condition is generally 
satisfied for small values of 7 as will be seen in Section 4. An important example occurs when 
:tit = et Xt + Zt, with ex i= 0, and where X"~ Yt are 1(1) and '/1,t is a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.'s and 
independent of Xt. In this case, cov(Yt,Xt_T)/COV(:r:t,:r:t_r) = et for any 7 < t. 
• If the series are short-memory but mutually correlated then the ratio of th(~ cross-covariance 
function to the autocovariance function could also ev(mtually converge to a nonzero value, 
and therefore this is the reason for imposing in Theorem 1 that the individual series are 
IOllg-memory. 
• The expression of Corollary 1 can be estjmated by OLS running the regression of Yt on Xt-T' 
The following examples show that Theorem 1 is not satisfied by pairs of non-cointegrated time 
series (Example 1), while it holds for cointegrated variahles generated by a linear common factor 
model (Example 2). 
Exam.ple 1: Consider the following pair of non-cointcgratcci series: 
]}t (]t + Vt 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
when~ Wt. q, are mutually independent 1(d) senes, aud where (" Vt. are series from ARM A(p, q) 
processes with possibly different AR and M A orders. awl iwlependent of Wt awl ql, respectively. 
Then it is straightforward to see that 
(3.8) 
Now. th(' covariance cov(vt,(t-r) will tail off expOlwntially as T grows to infinity since the series 
Vt, (/ are both 1(0). On the contrary, COV(Xt, Xt-r) will grow without bound if d = 1, that is 
cov(:rt.:I:I_T) = (t - 7)0";, or decay hyperbolically with growing T for 7 = o(t). In both cases, we 
will have 
(3.9) 
Example 2: Consider the following linear common factor model: 
(3.10) 
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with u i- 0 and where Wt = Wt-l + Et and (Vi, et, E,) are independent RequenC(~S of independent 
and identically Normally distributed r.v. 's with zero mean and joint covariance matrix equal to the 
identity matrix. Let (3~ = (a, 1), where (3~ is the transpose of /1.1.. Thus the orthogonal complement 
of (3~ is //' = (1, -a). The cointegrating relationship is therefore obtained as 
which shows that Zt is J (0). 
Zt = (3' ( J}t ) = Ut - cv :1:, = 'Ut - (t ~t, 
;[;t 
From equation 2, the autocovariance of Xt is 
while the cross-covariance of J}t and Xt is given by 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Clearly. their ratio is a, and since a i- 0 by C1RSUlllptiou, w(~ conclude that tlw Reries yt, Xt are 
linearly cointegrated. 
Iu the following section we provide small Rample evidellce of the improvemeuts obtained with 
the sample analog of the model-free cointegration concept. 
4. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 
TIH' data generating process (DGP) follows the experiuwutal design of Ananz & Escribano 
(20()()). This DGP is an extension of the one introduced by Engle & Granger (1987), Banerjee et 
a1. (1980). and Gonzalo (1994) to study the small sample properties of the snperconsistent OL8 
cointegrating estimator. 
The DGP is a bivariate cointegrating system of fractionally integrated series of order J(d) and 
has two equivalent representations. The first one is based on the cointegratin.ll regression, with 
statiollary J(O) equilibrium errors (z,) 
Yt = aXt + Zt 
where tlw error terms Ul,t, U2,t are iidN(O, ai), and iirlN(O, ai) with COV(Ul,t, u2.d = o. 
(4.1a) 
(4.1b) 
(4.1c) 
-
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The second representation is based on the following error' cOTTection repTesentation (ECM) of 
fractionally integrated series 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
Notice that the ECM does not have the usual specificatiou is the sense of haviui!: only variables in 
first differences and levels. However, when the common factor restriction, (a - cv = 0), is satisfied, 
the ECM becomes 
(4.3) 
even when the variables are fractionally integrated, 1(£1), say d = 0.7. 
Thcon~m 2 shows that the values of the parameters (]. aud b are important when doing inference 
on least squares estimators of the cointegrating parameter (v. 
Theorem 2. Given the DGP process (4.1a)-(4.1c) with cl = 1, under standanl regularity condi-
tions. as T -t 00, 
(4.4) 
where 1:V1 er) is a standard Wiener process, B2 (T) -i,s a BTown-i,an motion with long-run vanance 
2:22 (Juri Wt(T) and B2(r) are independent. 
Proof. Iu Appendix A o 
In the Monte Carlo simulations we take the following set of parameter values: a = 1, a = 
-l,-O.G,O, and 1 (common factor restriction), b = -0.2,-0.5,-1, CJI = 1, CJj = 8 2 , where.5 = 
1,6,16, The small sample size is N = 100, the degree of integration of the variables is 1{d) for 
cl = 1. 0.7.1.3 and t.he number of replications is T = 20000. 
We aualyze the small sample biases of the IV estimator (3.4) for different values of the lag T of 
the instrnmental variable (Xt-r). Results are displayed in Tables 1 to 5. Notic(~ that when T = 0, 
the IV estimator is just the OLS estimator (3.5), with the asymptotic distribution given in equation 
(4.4) . 
I 
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We consider five different statistics in order to compare the small sample properties of the 
estimators: 
1. Mean bias: (liT) 2:X=l ai - a 
2. M(~dian bias: med(a1' ... ,aT) - CY 
3. MSE: (mean bias)2 + variance of (&1, ... ,/l"r) 
4. Intcrquartile range (IQR): Q3 - Ch 
5. COllcentration probabilities: Pr(la - al :S 0.(5) 
Tables 1 to 3 of Appendix B report the simulation results obtained for /(1) variables, whereas 
Tables 4 itnd 5 display the results for fractionally integrated variables, 1 (d), for d = 0.7, 1.3. We 
show the results obtained for T = 1,2, ... ,5, and the different values of the parameter a. Although 
we allalyzed different values of s, in particular s = 1. G, 1 G. \V(~ only display results for s = 6 since 
the conclusions hold for all cases. As it was previously stat.ed, the parameter b, corresponding 
to the error adjustment term in equation (4.2a), is critical in terms of the bias of the estimator. 
The doser is b to 0, the higher the autocorrelation of the equilibrium errors, z,. For example, for 
b = -0.2 corresponds to an AR(l) coefficient of 0.8 in equation (4.1b). 
WhCll a = 1 there is a common factor restriction, (a - (V = 0), and therefore 0 LS should perform 
well in equation (4.1a) (small biases and concentration probability dose to 1). The reason is clear 
since t hr' contemporaneous regressor, tl:rt, drops out of t.he couditional expectation of equation 
(4.1 b). and tlYt and tlZt are uncorrelated in the short. nUl. On t.he ot.her hand, the OLS estimator 
bias should increase with the absolute value of (a - 1). In particular, see Tabl<' 1, for b = -0.2, 
and (a - 1) = -0.5, the mean bias is -4.7%, the median bias -3.5%, the MSE 0.4%, the IQR 
4.5%. a11<l the concentration probability 66%. For (a - 1)=-1 the lllean bias is -!).5%, the median 
bias -u.9%, the MSE is 17%, the IQR 8.8% and the concentration probability is 35%. The worst 
result.s an~ for (a - 1) = -2: mean bias is -19%, llwciian bias is -13.9%, MSE is 6.6%, .IQR IS 
17.4%. all<i the concentration probability is 14%. 
The illlProvements of the new IV estimator for T = 3 are quite impressive. Once again, when the 
COlUlllon factor restriction holds (a-1) = 0, both the OLS and IV estimator perform well. For other 
parameter values like (a - 1) = -0.5, the IV estimator outperforms by far OLS in terms of biases 
and dispersion: the mean bias is 0.87%, the median bias is -1.1 %, the MSE is 0.1 %, the IQR is 3%, 
and the concentration probability is 90%. For (a -1) = -1 the previous difference increases in favor 
of the IV estimator: the mean bias is -1. 7%, the median bias is - 2.1 %, the MSE is 0.3%, the IQR 
is 5.4% and the concentration probability is 69%. Finally, for the largest value, (a - 1) = -2, the 
results arc bett.er when compared with the correspouding OLS est.imator: the IlW<Ul bias is -3.4%, 
I 
-I 
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the median bias is -4%, the MSE 1.3%, the IQR. is 10.3% and the concentration probability is 
41%. 
When /, = -0.5, the AR.(l) coefficient of the equilibrium errors (Zt) of equation (4.1b) is 0.5. 
therefore. the memory or temporal dependence is reduced !2;cncrating lower biases and lower required 
values of T, see Table 2. Now the best results are obtained for T = 1 and T = 2. OLS perform 
worse than the IV estimator but better than the pn~violls OLS estimator when li was b = -0.2 . 
0.6 0.8 
. . 
. . 
/ \ 
· . 
· . 
· . ! \ 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
· . 
1.0 
------~-~---------
1 2 1.4 
FIGURE 2. Density of IV estimator for b = -0.5, (J. - 0: = -2 
Fi!2;lll'c 2 reveals about the effects of T on the distribution of the IV estimator. Notice that when 
T = 0 (0 LS case) the distribution of the estimator of Cl' is skewed to the left. \iVhen we set T = 1, 
the nwan and the median of ail! (the central measures) are closer to 1.0, the true value of a, the 
dispersion decreases and the distribution is symmetrical. However, when we tak(~ T = 2 the mean 
bias increases, although the median is the closest one to 1.0, and the dispersion is between the 
values cOl'responding to T = 0 and T = 1. 
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As expected with 'weakly exogenous variables' for the cointegrating parameter, the improvement 
of the IV estimator over OL8 is marginal when the equilibrium errors are white noise, b = -1, see 
Table 3. The best IV estimator in terms of mean bias, M8E, and IQR. is now T = L, although T = 2 
provides almost the same IQR. and a slightly smaller median bias. 
When the variables are fractionally integrated, I(d), with d = 0.7, the improvement of the IV 
estimator over OL8 is again remarkable, see Table 4. OL8 only p(~rfonns well when the common 
factor restriction, (a-I) = 0, is satisfied. In all the other cases the OL8 concentration probabilities 
are never larger than 11 %, and in most cases are well below 1 %, and the mean biases are very large, 
reaching 53% when (a - 1) = -2. On the other hand, by considering the new IV estimator with 
T = ::l the results improve dramatically. Ey-en when there is no common factor, in the worst 
case (1/ - 1) = -2, the concentration probability is 28%, the mean bias is 5.6%. the median bias 
1.54% (compared to 46.3% obtained with the OL8 estimator). and the IQR. is 19.2% ( compared to 
36.5% of t.he OL8 estimator). Therefore, the new IV cointegration estimator produces important 
reductiolls in bias relative to OL8. 
III the next section we interpret the new concept of cointegration in the frequency domain. 
5. LINEAR COINTEGRATION IN THE FREqUENCY DOMAIN 
COllsider again the series Xt "-' I(dx ), !it "-' I(dy ). and t.he series Zt formed as :;f = 1ft - O'.Xt. To 
illustrate the meaning of linear cointegration in the frequcllcy domain, we consider the spectrum 
and the cross-spectrum for the different series :1. Following Granger (1981), it is easy to see from 
the ddini tion of Zt that for ° < ..\ < 7r, 
(5.1 ) 
when' 8/1("\) and 8y,x(..\) represent the spectrum of Uf (u = :/:. y, z) and the cross-spectrum of the 
pair :7:f.!Jf. respectively, and 8;,x(..\) denotes the complex conjugate of 8 y ,x(..\). Since 18y,x(..\)I:2 :s; 
8x(..\)S,/(..\), for any ..\, and 8 x(..\) "-' Ax..\ -2d" 8,/("\) "-' Ay..\ -~d'l as ..\ -+ 0, it is d(~ar that the term 
..\-2max(d,.r1y) will dominate at low frequencies, and thus Zt "-' I(max[d:I"dyJ) unless a cointegrating 
restriction applies. Indeed, under (linear) cointegration, the previous algebraic rule breaks down, 
and there exists a nonzero real number a such that Zt = !it - rv:r:t "-' I(dz ), dz < rI. This amounts to 
saying that there exists a positive and finite real number c such that lim.x-to (8y (..\) j 8;r: (..\)) = c, and 
on tll(' other hand, that lim.x-to(8z(..\)j8x(..\)) = O. Therefore. lilll.x-to [(0'.2 + c)5',(..\) - O'.8y ,x{..\)] = 
0, and since both a and care nonzero, the limit lim.x-to 8,/,:r(..\)j8x(..\) must be llonzero and finite. 
3For llollstationary integrated series we can always cOllsider tit(' ]l8cudo-8PC(;tT"7/.m, or pse1Ldo.'To88-spectrum as in 
Harwy (1()S9, p. 64). 
-
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Intuitively, this means that Xt, Yt have the long-wave component in common, which amounts to the 
statement of Theorem 1. Indeed, define 
(j;(t) var(Xt) (5.2) 
Sx(>', t) (j;(t) (1 + 2 t cov(:r/, :1:/-T )c:r:p( - j >'7)) 
T=I 
(5.3) 
Sy,x(>.,t) = (j;(t) (1 +2t COV(y/,:r:/-T)c:r:P(-j>'7)) ' 
r=l 
(5.4) 
where.p = -1. Notice that by using this notation, the (pspudo) spectra Sx(>') and Sy,x(>') can be 
obtained as the limit of t, that is, 
lim Sr:(>', t) 
t-+oo 
(5.5) 
lim S'j.l (>.,1,). 
t-+oo ' 
(5.6) 
The advantage of introducing this notation is that both S,(>'. t) and S'j,I(>', t) (~xist for finite t. 
Therefol'(' for finite t we obtain 
1. S1"X(>" t) Im -"::-'",-:-,:---,:-'-
A-+O S~:(>., t) (5.7) 
Now. sinC(~ S~/':I:) diverges for t --+ 00, then for all T satisfyillp; 7 < T < t we have that 
and since' the first term in both the numerator and the d(~llOlllillator of the right -hand side of the 
previous formula is bounded for finite T, they can lw IH~p;lcctcd for large t, and thereby 
. Syx(>.,t) . 2:.~>l(;(}/)(Yt,:r:t-T) 
lun ' = lun I . 
t-+oo,A-+O Sx(>., t) t-+oo 2:.T>T cov(:r:/, :r:/-T) 
(5.9) 
The previous expression is valid for all T finite. Letting T increase without bound as t grows to 
infinity. W(~ obtain that for 7 = o(t) 
1. Sy,x(>', t) . wv(y/, :r:/-T) Im = lun = n. 
t-+oo,A-+O Sx(>., t) t-+oo C()v(:r:/, :1:/-T) (5.10) 
In order to check the condition (5.9) we decided to simulate 500 pairs of series X"~ Yt of sample 
size 10()OO following the DGP of equations (4.2a)-(4.21» for d = 1,0.7, CL = O.S. with a = 1. As 
we call sce in Figure 3(a), the mean of the ratios L;~>T('OV(y,,:r:I-"') is around the true value of a if 
L;.,.>T (;ov(:I:/ ,:"/-"') 
-
• 
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~ ............... . 
, . 
:\ ;"': 
:: ; 
I\! 
'-'.: 
[--: JIJ 
." . 
~--~--~----~----~----~ 
(it) /1 = -0.5. 
(b) b = 0.0,1(1) (c) h = O.0,I(0.7) 
the variables are cointegrated, while it is not convergent when the series are not cointegrated, see 
Figures :5(1)) and 3(c). 
-
• 
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6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COINTEGRATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN AND IN THE FREQUENCY 
DOMAIN. 
17 
Notice that both Theorem 1 and equation (5.10) point to the same spectral result, namely that 
under linear cointegration lim>.-to (Sy,x(A)/S:c(>")) = (I', wh(~re 0' is nonzero alld finite constant 
value. If we assume that the series Xt, Yt have spectra bouuded away from zero at A = 0, the latter 
result SU!!.'!l.·ests the possibility of using the time domain estilllator of crmiYf ,Xf-T ~ (IV estimator), as 
IH.} ("O'l) :.(;t,Xt-T 
t approaches infinity, or alternatively, as A approaches O. the spectral estimator of sl(~) for the 
linear cointegration parameter. 
Lemma 1. Let L Pn and L qn be two divergent series of positive terms. ft q,,1 Pn --+ 0(00) then 
L q" rhIJc'lges less (more) rapidly than L Pn· 
Proof. SC(~ Knopp (1990, p. 280) D 
Theoren13. Let s}{,x) = L~=l cov(Yt,Xt-T)/v(],T(:rt-T)' when: n = o(t). Th!' serzes Yt,Xt are 
long-memory and linearly cointegrated if as n --+ oc. '/J}(' lw.ve that: 
1. t!u; sequence of partial sums s~;j,X) diver:qes and. 
2. tlf(~ ratio of the sequences s~lj,:l:) and 8~;,.,:r:) cou'lJc'/:rlcs to (J, nouzcTO and ,fiTl,'i,/,c real number', (¥ 
(lI,!' wintegration parameter). 
Proof. III Appendix A. D 
Corollary 2. ft Yt, ."Ct are I(dy ), I(dx ), respectively, with riI" ri" n:st,,..i,cted to the inte1'val [0,1]' then 
a neccssary and sufficient condition for' the se'ri,cs to he fractionally cointegrated, or that they 
are /inca"-/y cointegrated with 0 < d:f = dy = cl < 1 is that. as 'I/, --+ 00, one has: 
1 Tl (y,x) d' . 11' sequence Sn werges. 
2. T.II,I' 1'at','0 o,t seq'lences Sn(y,x) and .c(/l:./:,l:) .. ., converges to the nonzeTO and .finite real number, a. 
3. FIn- some fixed T < t or for T = o(t), lilllt-tCXl cov(:/It. :r/-T )/v(J:r(:rt-T) = O. 
Proof. III Appendix A. D 
Agaiu. Figure 4 shows the intuition behind Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. We have simulated 500 
pairs of :1:, and Yt series of sample size t following the DGP of equations (4.2a) (4.2b) for d = 1, 
and 0.7. ([ = 0.5, with a = 1, and take the average of the sample analog of the desired statistics. 
The n~slllt.s when the series are cointegrated are as expected, the partial sums div(~rge and the ratio 
converges even for small values of T. In the case that the series are not cointegrated, the partial 
stuns diwrge and the ratio is exactly the value of the parallleter 11.. 
-
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(a) s;,y,r) , b = -0.5 
(c) 8~,""'), b = 0.0 
I':::"-~ 
~
FIGURE 4. Simulation experiment of TheOl'em :3 and Corollary 2, when (I = 1, and 
rl = 0.7, a = 1, a. = 0.5, n = 500 
Relnark: 
• Notice that there is no loss of generality by restricting cl"" dy to lie within the unit interval, 
since by proper differencing of the series we call dd.erllline the integers clos(~st to dx and dy . 
-
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• Once we know that 0 < d < 1, we can inquire etH t.o whether d < 1/2 (in which case the 
HericH are stationary) or not. To answer the qucHtion w(~ can check whether t.he variance of Xt 
(livcrges or not. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
In thiH paper we propose a model-free (non parallwtric) dmracterization of long-memory and 
linear cointegration, for integer and fractional J(d), baHc(l on ::;imple statistics constructed as the 
ratio of t.he cross-covariance and the covariance fUllctionH of the Heries. We show t.he relationship 
of thiH definition with the usual concept of cointegratioll. 
Our nonparametric concept of cointegratiQll has Cl natmal interpretation aH an instrumental 
variah1(~ cHtimator where the instrument is a lagged value of the explanatory variable (Xt-T)' The 
analYHiH iH performed in the time and the frequency domainH. From the compariHon of the results 
we HnggeHt an alternative estimator of the cointegratioll parameter, 0:, based OH the ratio of the 
partial HUlllS of the cross-covariances and the partial HUlllH of the C1ntocovarianccH. 
F inall~·. we show by Monte Carlo simulation expcrilllCntH the good small Hillllple behavior of 
our coint(~gration estimators relative to the u::;nal cHtilllat.Ol'H lJaHecl on lea::;t sqllare::;, The formal 
derivatioll of the asymptotic distribution properties of t.lw inHt.nuncntal variable es timator is beyond 
the scopc of this paper, and we are currently working in that. direction. 
ApPENDIX A. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Fm simplicity, we will assume that both :1:1 and UI have Z(,1"O lllean. Also Id us refer to t.he 
covarianCl~ function of a pair of processes Yl, :(;1., cow1itional on some initial conditions, say Yo = 
:1:0 = D. as cov(Xt, Yt-T) = i'x,y( T, t). Notice that if onc ()f the processes is uon::;tation3:ry, the 
covarianCl~ will be a function of t. Similarly, we will rd"er to the autocovariallce function of a 
proceHH. say Xl, as cov(Xt,Xt-T) = i'x(T,t), conditional on :EO = O. 
UHillg Definition 5 and letting T = o(t), under linear cointegration, say Yt = CV:]:t + Zt there exists 
a nonzcl"O finite real number a such that 
lim cov (Yl, Xt-T) = a liIll cov (2:1, :r:1 -T) + 1illl co'/} (Zt, :EI,-T) 
T-+oo T-+oo T-+oo 
(A.l) 
Thu::; 
1· cov(Yt,Xt-T) + l' I'z.,,(T,t) lm = (Y 1111' . 
T-+oo COV(:l:t, :1:t-T) T-)'X! 1':,.( T, t) (A.2) 
I 
-
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Now 1lllcler cointegration Zt must be an 1(dz ) series, with dz < ri, while Xt is 1(d) that is, 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
with '/1,/. '/)1 representing zero-mean 1(0) series. Inversion of the differencing operator leads to an 
infinitely long moving-average expansion. By truncating this expansion to take into account that 
the series is available only from t = 0 given the initial conditions :r:() = Jjo = Zo = 0, we obtain: 
Thus: 
Xt-r 
t t 
t 
Lfh',JI.-k 
k=O 
t L </)(I/,I.-r-I· 
1=0 
IZ,x(T, t) = L L (Mh'Il.,,(T + 1 - I.:). 
h:=OI=() 
(A.5) 
(A.G) 
(A.7) 
Now n~c:alling that the covariance function of two stationary s(~ries '/J,t ancl VI, 111.11 (T), is linked to 
their (TOSS-spectrum, Su,v(A), through 
(A.8) 
with ,r" = -1. (::iee Granger & Hatanaka (H)(j4) <l.wl Pricstley (l9tH)), w(~ obtain after a little 
algebra: 
where <D1(A) and 8 t (A) are defined as 
I L (h exp( -jAI.:) 
k=O 
t L eh: exp( -jAI), 
1=0 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
(A.ll) 
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and <I>~(>-) denotes the complex conjugate of <I>t(>-). Not.ice t.hat. as t grows t.o infinit.y t.hese operators 
become 
<I>(>-) 
8(>-) 
lim <I>t(>-) = [1 - exp( -j>-)rd 
t-+oo 
lim 8 t (>-) = [l-pxp(-.j>-)rd=. 
t-+oo 
Moreover, it is easy to see that as >- approaches zero t.hey become: 
<I>(>-) 
8(>-) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.lS) 
As a consequence, when multiplying 8u ,1I(>-) in equation (A.9), bot.h operators <I>(>-) and 8(>-) act 
as very sharp low-pass filters, that is, they emphasize t.he values of 811 ,11(>-) for >- very close to zero, 
while (lalllping those for t.he higher frequencies. Since '1/.1, V, arc 1(0) processes, t.heir cross-spectrum 
8/1,1'(>-) will be bounded away from zero and infinity at. >- = 0, wc will have for very large t that. 
IZ,~(T. t) will be dominat.ed by t.he term .Cr. >--d-d, <'Xp(j>-T) rl>-. Finally, not.ing t.hat the inverse 
Fouricl' t.ransform of the function f(>-) = >--d-d, is Tr/+'ic- I • W(~ obt.ain : 
(A.16) 
The stat.cment of the Theorem follows immediat.ely since rl z < rI. 
PROOF OF COIWLLARY 1 
Since the series Yt and Xt are cointegrat.ed, we know from Theorem 1 t.hat. 
. cov(Yt,Xt-T). ( ) hm ( ) = n for T < t or T = () t 
T-+oo cov Xl, Xt-T 
The salllC is true if we multiply and divide by vaT(:rt-T) 
COV(Yt, :r:'-T) 
1. va:r(:J:t-T) 1nl = (V 
T-+oo COV(:Ct, Xt-T) 
VQ.7·( Xt-T) 
. cov(Yt, Xt-T). . (:()v(:J:t, :r:t-T) G d ( 1 If lUllT-+ oc ( ) = a It must occur t.hat. hmT-+ oo ( ) = 1. ivcn that E 0, 1 , 
vaT Xt-T 'on:r :[;I.-T 
t.his is (July true for d = 1, since for any ot.her value of ri, :1:, is mean reverting. 
-
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Gouzalo (1994) proved that when the DGP is :tit = n;/:/. + ZI, where Zt CPZt-l + 'T}l,t, and 
!lXt = 'I/,:u, with 
then 
T("",, - a) ""{ [ Bi(,o)dr} -1 { ( 1 :1 <p ) [I - IP]I/2[ B2(r)dW, (,0) + 
+ (_1_) {I B2{'f')dB2('f') + (_1_) f)(Tl(T2} 
1-cp ./0 l-cp 
The DGP used by Gonzalo (1994) can be written as (4.1a)-(4.1c) with d = 1, 
Vt = aXt + Zt 
Zt = (1 + b)ZI_1 + ({/, - lV)tl:r/ + '/1,1,t 
where 
?LIt 0 a 1 0 
() [() ( 
L )] 11,2:t NI DO' 0 aj 
Th(' result follows by noticing that cP = (1 + b) aud that () = ({/, - (Y )a"2 / (TI. 
PROOF OF THEOREM :~ 
First. let us prove that our conditions are necessary if the series are long-memory and linearly 
cointep;rated. Under the latter assumption, from Theorem L there exists a nonz(~ro and finite real 
mUllber b such that 
(A.17) 
On the other hand, since Xt is long-memory, .s};T,:J:) diverp;es. Now, taking partial sums in the 
previous (~quation, it is immediate that s~,x) must also diverp;e, whereas the ratio (.s~~J,x) / s}:'x)) will 
converp;e to a as n grows to infinity. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 2 
Fractionally integrated series with long-memory parameter d < 1 series satisfy condition 1, while 
conditions 2 and 3 are implied by Theorems 1 and 2 when the series are linearly cointegrated. 
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ApPENDIX B. TABLES 
-
TABLE 1. OLS and IV estimator of a in eqnation Yt = aa;t + Zt, where the DGP • is ~Yt = a~Xt - 0.2(Yt-l - aXt-d + Ult, /:).:r:1 = '1/.'21., cv = 1, 'l/,lt '"" N(O. 1), U2t '"" N(0,8 2). N = 100, T = 20000 replications. 
7 = 0 (OLS) 
a-a Mean bias Median bias MSE Iqn Pr(lc¥ - al ~. 0.05) 
-2.0 -0.190 -0.139 0.GG4E-0l 0.174 0.13!) 
-1.0 -0.948E-01 -0.691E-0l 0.168E-0l O.882E-01 0.351 
-0.5 -0.474E-01 -0.346E-01 0.433E-02 O.4GGE-Ol 0.65!) 
0.0 -0.920E-04 -0.184E-03 0.190E-03 O.134E-0l 0.994 
7=1 
-2.0 -0.129 -0.102 0.322E-0l 0.128 0.216 
-1.0 -0.647E-01 -0.512E-01 O.S20E-02 O.GGGE-Ol 0.479 
-0.5 -0.324E-01 -0.257E-0l 0.221E-02 O.3GOE-0l 0.774 
0.0 -0.106E-03 -0.185E-03 0.209E-03 O.l~lGE-Ol O.!)91 
7=2 
-2.0 -0.782E-01 -0.706E-01 0.158E-0l 0.102 0.320 
-1.0 -0.392E-01 -0.353E-0l 0.413E-02 O.G28E-0l 0.61G 
-0.5 -0.196E-0l -0. 177E-0l 0.120E-02 O.2!)8E-01 0.872 
0.0 -0.109E-03 -0.lG9E-03 O.232E-03 O.138E-0l 0.988 
7=3 
-2.0 -0.346E-01 -0.398E-01 O.129E-0l 0.103 0.407 
-1.0 -0.173E-0l -O.20SE-0l O.340E-02 O.G:~~E-Ol 0.692 
-0.5 -0.872E-02 -O.109E-0l O.104E-02 (U01E-0l O. !)O4 
0.0 -0.107E-03 -0.198E-03 0.2G1E-O:3 O.1-'10E-0l 0.984 
7=4 
-2.0 0.408E-02 -0 .184E-O 1 O.243E-0l 0.124 O.39;~ 
-1.0 O.200E-02 -0.993E-02 0.G32E-02 O.G:JOE-Ol O.G7G 
-0.5 O.963E-03 -0.581E-02 O.182E-02 O.3cl2E-0l 0.88G 
0.0 -0.777E-04 -O.185E-03 0.308E-03 O.143E-0l 0.981 
7=5 
-2.0 0.436E-0l -0.437E-02 0.374 0.147 0.36!) 
-1.0 0.218E-0l -0.228E-02 0.992E-0l O.74GE-0l 0.643 
-O.G 0.1I0E-01 -O.163E-02 0.279E-0l O.38!)E-0l 0.854 
0.0 O.1I0E-03 -0.195E-03 0.746E-03 O.14GE-0l O.97G 
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TABLE 2. OLS and IV estimator of cv in equation Ut = O:Xt + Zt, where the DGP 
-is 6.Yt = a6.Xt - 0.5(Yt-l - CVXt-d + Hlt, 6.Xt = '/I,2t, 0: = 1, Hlt rv N(O. 1), H2t rv 
• 
N(O, s2). N = 100, T = 20000 replications. 
7 = 0 (OLS) 
(J,-O: Mean bias Median bias MSE IQR Pr(l& - 0:1 ~ 0.05) 
-2.0 -0.819E-01 -0.561E-01 0.139E-01 0.754E-01 0.449 
-1.0 -0.41OE-01 -0.279E-01 0.:350E-02 O.:{I)J E-01 0.729 
-0.5 -0.205E-01 -0.141E-01 O.902E-o:l O.l!lTE-01 0.911 
0.0 -0.397E-04 -0.679E-04 0.352E-04 O.559E-02 1.00 
7=1 
-2.0 -0.149E-01 -0.149E-01 0.193E-02 O.418E-01 0.799 
-1.0 -0.746E-02 -0.767E-02 0.510E-03 0.217E-01 0.961 
-0.5 -0.376E-02 -0.408E-02 0.156E-03 O.122E-01 0.997 
0.0 -0.521E-04 -0.566E-04 O.390E-04 O.569E-02 1.000 
7=2 
-2.0 0.211E-01 0.461E-02 0.575E-02 O.645E-01 0.711 
-1.0 0.105E-01 0.214E-02 0.147E-02 O. 324E-O 1 0.889 
-0.5 0.523E-02 0.900E-03 0.398E-03 O.lG9E-01 0.969 
0.0 -0.504E-04 -0.681E-04 O.439E-04 O.575E-02 LOCH) 
7=3 
-2.0 0.408E-01 0.130E-01 O.122E-01 O.794E-01 0.654 
-1.0 0.204E-01 0.638E-02 O.309E-02 O.:391-;E-01 0.830 
-0.5 0.1 02E-O 1 0.311E-02 0.1-;09E-03 O.205E-01 0.936 
0.0 -0.418E-04 -O.695E-04 0.507E-04 0.51-;5E-02 0.999 
7=4 
-2.0 0.530E-01 0.172E-01 0.220E-Ol O.1-;1-;2E-01 0.621-; 
-1.0 O.265E-01 0.853E-02 O.556E-02 O.442E-01 0.80:3 
-0.5 0.132E-01 0.418E-02 O.144E-02 O.221-;E-01 0.915 
0.0 -0.140E-04 -O.973E-04 O.G15E-04 O.5!)6E-02 0.991-; 
7=5 
-2.0 0.647E-01 0.193E-01 0.234 0.932E-01 0.616 
-1.0 O.324E-01 0.957E-02 O.609E-01 0.468E-01 0.781-; 
-0.5 O.163E-01 0.464E-02 O.165E-01 O.240E-01 0.904 
0.0 0.105E-03 -0.789E-04 O.183E-03 0.603E-02 0.997 
------------
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TABLE 3. OL8 and IV estimator of a in equation Ut = n:r:t + Zt, where the DGP is I 
~Yt = a!:lXt - (Ut-l - aXt-d + Hlt, !:lXt = 11,21, n = 1. '(/,It "-' N(O, 1), 'll2t ~ N(O, 82 ). I N = 100, T = 20000 replications. 
7 = 0 (OL8) 
a-a Mean bias Median bias M8E IQR Pr(lb - al :S 0.05) 
-2.0 -0.422E-Ol -0.282E-Ol 0.39lE-02 0.390E-0l 0.727 
-1.0 -0.211E-Ol -0.14lE-Ol 0.984E-0:1 O.l%E-Ol 0.90G 
-0.5 -0.106E-Ol -0.705E-02 0.253E-03 O.lOOE-Ol 0.984 
0.0 -0.195E-04 -0.294E-04 0.94lE-05 0.284E-02 1.00 
7=1 
-2.0 0.277E-Ol 0.112E-0l 0.387E-02 O.4GIE-Ol 0.789 
-1.0 0.138E-Ol 0.55lE-02 0.973E-03 0.2~HlE-0l 0.914 
-0.5 0.69lE-02 0.270E-02 0.250E-03 O.1l7E-0l 0.981 
0.0 -0.322E-04 -0.394E-04 O.106E-04 O.289E-02 LOO 
7=2 
-2.0 0.283E-Ol 0.109E-0l 0.430E-02 0.4G3E-0l 0.786 
-1.0 0.142E-Ol 0.540E-02 0.108E-02 O.233E-0l 0.911 
-0.5 0.707E-02 0.264E-02 0.279E-03 O.1l9E-0l 0.979 
0.0 -0.226E-04 -0.347E-04 0.120E-04 0.292E-02 LOO 
7=3 
-2.0 0.290E-0l 0.107E-Ol 0.483E-02 O.470E-0l 0.785 
-1.0 0.145E-Ol 0.535E-02 0.122E-02 O.2~14E-0l 0.908 
-0.5 0.723E-02 0.26lE-02 0.3l5E-O:J O.120E-0l 0.97G 
0.0 -0.146E-04 -0.43lE-04 0.14lE-04 O.300E-02 1.000 
7=4 
-2.0 0.303E-Ol 0.105E-Ol 0.656E-02 O.4TlE-Ol 0.784 
-1.0 0.15lE-0l 0.524E-02 0.166E-02 O.2:3SE-0l 0.905 
-0.5 0.757E-02 0.255E-02 0.434E-03 O.122E-0l 0.97:3 
0.0 0.649E-05 -0.482E-04 0.17lE-04 O.302E-02 1.000 
7=5 
-2.0 O.330E-Ol 0.103E-0l 0.5l3E-0l O.4S0E-0l 0.781 
-1.0 0.166E-0l O.504E-02 O.133E-0l O.241E-0l 0.902 
-0.5 0.83lE-02 0.248E-02 O.362E-02 O.124E-0l 0.969 
0.0 0.726E-04 -0.323E-04 0.473E-04 O.306E-02 1.000 
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TABLE 4. OLS and IV estimator of a in equation Ut = (Y;rt + Zt, where the DGP 
-is tlYt = atlxt + (a - l)tldXt - 0.5(Yt-l - (Y;l:/_J) + UlI, tl;r;t = U2t, a = I,d = 0.7, 
• 
1111, '" N(O, 1), U2t '" N(O,s2). N = lOO, T = 20000 replications. 
T = 0 (OLS) 
a-a Mean bias Median bias MSE rQR Pr(l& - al ~ 0.05) 
-2.0 -0.526 -0.463 0.365 0.430 0.001 
-1.0 -0.263 -0.232 0.914E-0l 0.215 0.009 
-0.5 -0.131 -0.116 0.230E-Ol 0.1(1) 0.11!i 
0.0 0.480E-05 -0.134E-04 0.182E-03 0.157E-0l 0.991) 
T=l 
-2.0 -0.250 -0.227 0.829E-0l 0.195 0.038 
-1.0 -0.125 -0.113 0.209E-0l O.91)0E-0l 0.121) 
-0.5 -O.625E-01 -0.560E-01 0.544E-02 0.504E-0l 0.434 
0.0 -0.609E-04 -0.907E-04 O.272E-03 0.174E-0l 0.989 
T=2 
-2.0 -0.648E-01 -O.852E-0l O.263E-0l 0.132 0.220 
-1.0 -O.324E-01 -0.427E-01 0.678E-02 O.678E-0l 0.4(1) 
-0.5 -0.163E-01 -0.214E-01 O.194E-02 0.375E-0l 0.809 
0.0 -0. 118E-03 O.306E-04 0.373E-03 O.Hl6E-0l 0.975 
T=3 
-2.0 O.558E-0l -O.154E-0l 0.103 0.192 0.282 
-1.0 O.278E-01 -0.764E-02 O.259E-Ol O.971E-0l 0.521) 
-0.5 0.138E-01 -0.413E-02 0.669E-02 O.51I)E-0l 0.791 
0.0 -0.177E-03 -0.406E-05 0.541E-03 O.1!J5E-0l 0.962 
T=4 
-2.0 0.184 0.202E-01 45.2 0.247 0.2(1) 
-1.0 0.921E-01 0.947E-02 11.7 0.125 0.49:3 
-0.5 O.464E-Ol 0.475E-02 3.12 O.650E-0l 0.728 
0.0 O.726E-03 O.880E-04 0.141E-0l O.20GE-01 0.948 
T=5 
-2.0 0.253 0.387E-0l 38.2 0.285 0.253 
-1.0 0.125 O.192E-0l 1).41) O. J 44 O.46G 
-0.5 0.613E-01 0.962E-02 1.64 O.744E-0l 0.691 
0.0 -0.255E-02 0.107E-04 0.141 O.2l(jE-0l 0.931 
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TABLE 5. OLS and IV estimator of a in eqnation :tit = O:1:t + Zt, where the DGP I 
is I:1Yt = al:1xt + (a - l)l:1dxt - 0.5(Yt-l - n:1:I_l) + '1/.11, 1:1:1:t = 1/,2t, n = I,d = 1.3, I '1/.11'" N(O, 1), U2t '" N(0,s2). N = 100, T = 20000 replications. 
T = 0 (OLS) 
(/'-a Mean bias Median bias MSE IQR Pr(l& - al s 0.05) 
-2.0 -0.120E-02 -0.146E-02 0.283E-03 O.lG6E-0l 0.983 
-1.0 -0.605E-03 -0.797E-03 O.753E-04 O.788E-02 0.997 
-0.5 -0.30SE-03 -0.421E-03 0.227E-04 O.414E-02 1.000 
0.0 -0.119E-04 0.394E-05 0.434E-OG O.lGIE-02 1.000 
T=l 
-2.0 0.791E-02 0.216E-02 0.620E-03 O.207E-0l 0.947 
-1.0 0.395E-02 0.111E-02 0.157E-03 0.104E-0l 0.991 
-0.5 0.197E-02 0.532E-03 0.421E-04 0.52GE-02 0.999 
0.0 -0.158E-04 -0.26SE-05 O.446E-05 0.IGIE-02 1.000 
T=2 
-2.0 0.124E-01 0.365E-02 0.111E-02 0.2:nE-0l 0.916 
-1.0 0.619E-02 0.179E-02 0.278E-03 0.1l8E-0l 0.977 
-0.5 0.309E-02 0.SS7E-03 0.719E-04 O.604E-02 0.997 
0.0 -0.147E-04 -0.459E-05 0.461E-OG O.IG2E-02 1.000 
T=3 
-2.0 0.146E-Ol 0.422E-02 0.144E-02 0.2GOE-Ol 0.904 
-1.0 0.727E-02 0.20SE-02 0.361E-03 O.124E-0l 0.970 
-0.5 0.363E-02 0.103E-02 0.925E-04 O.642E-02 0.994 
0.0 -0.170E-04 -0.492E-05 0.480E-OG O.IGOE-02 LOOn 
T=4 
-2.0 0.157E-Ol 0.434E-02 0.166E-02 O.2G8E-Ol 0.896 
-1.0 0.7S2E-02 0.217E-02 0.41GE-O:~ O.127E-0l 0.968 
-0.5 0.390E-02 0.lOSE-02 O.106E-o;{ ().6;)(iE-02 0.99:3 
0.0 -0.IS0E-04 0.381E-05 0.G21E-OG O.lfilE-02 Loon 
T=G 
-2.0 0.161E-0l 0.437E-02 0.I77E-02 O.262E-0l 0.S93 
-1.0 0.S05E-02 0.219E-02 0.445E-03 0.1:30E-0l 0.96G 
-0.5 O.402E-02 0.107E-02 0.1l5E-03 O.6(j2E-02 0.991 
0.0 -O.l1SE-04 0.745E-05 O.GG9E-OG 0.IG3E-02 1.000 
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